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DISPOSITION: MOTION FOR ERRATA ORDER GRANTED

On December 6, 2005, RCC Minnesota, Inc. (RCC) filed a motion
requesting the Commission issue an errata order to Order No. 04-355, correcting the list
of wire centers in which it serves as a designated eligible telecommunications carrier
(ETC). The erroneous list is attached as Appendix B to Order No. 04-355; the corrected
list is attached to this order as Appendix A.1 The motion was served on the parties that
participated in UM 1083. Staff responded with additional corrections, which it indicated
were agreed to by RCC. The motion is granted with Staff’s corrections.

Background

1. Order No. 04-355

On May 12, 2003, RCC filed an application seeking ETC designation in
certain wire centers in Oregon. In Order No. 04-355, the Commission evaluated RCC’s
application as it applied to areas served by rural and non-rural carriers. The Commission
found that, for areas served by non-rural carriers, Qwest Corporation (Qwest) and
Verizon Northwest, Inc. (Verizon),

RCC has shown that it provides the nine supported services
and has pledged to advertise them throughout the area.
Because compliance with those requirements is ‘consistent
per se with the public interest,’ RCC's application as to the

1 Even more confusing, the list originally posted on the Commission’s web site as an Appendix to
Order No. 04-355, was different than the list attached to the signed, original order. The two differences
between those lists are (1) Stices Gulch was listed as covered on the web site, but not in the original; and
(2) Oregon Slope was not listed on the web site, but is listed in the original. Because the original order
prevails, Stices Gulch was not covered in Order No. 04-355, and Oregon Slope was covered. The original
Appendix was substituted and posted on the web site concurrent with posting of this errata order.
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wire centers served by Qwest and Verizon should be
granted.

See Order No. 04-355 at 7 (citation omitted).

The Commission also evaluated the application as it related to areas
served by rural carriers. See Order No. 04-355 at 7-13. In particular, the Commission
considered whether the application covered part of the service area of an incumbent local
exchange carrier (ILEC). See id. at 11. CenturyTel of Oregon, Inc., and CenturyTel of
Eastern Oregon, Inc. (collectively, CenturyTel), and Sprint/United Telephone Co. of the
Northwest (Sprint) were the only affected ILECs, and the Commission found that the
application did not cream-skim the low cost exchanges from the ILECs’ service areas.
See id.

In the final conclusion, the Commission approved ETC designation for
certain wire centers as described by a map and also by a list. See Order No. 04-355,
App A (map), App B (list). The table in Appendix B to Order No. 04-355 identified the
incumbent carrier, the wire center, and whether the wire center was partially or wholly
covered by RCC’s application. This information was critical to the cream-skimming
analysis recommended by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) orders on
ETC designation. See Order No. 04-355 at 11-12.

2. RCC’s Motion for an Errata Order

RCC now moves to amend this list. While the map correctly identifies the
wire centers in which it sought designation, RCC states that the list contains errors.
Some of the originally listed wire centers are not designated on the map, and fall outside
the area that RCC serves. These wire centers include Ashland, Dallas, Florence, Grants
Pass, Independence, Leaburg, Lowell, Madras, Mapleton, Oakridge, Salem, Veneta,
Warm Springs, Woodburn, Aumsville/Turner, Coquille, Dayton, and Grand Island.
Other listed wire centers were eliminated from RCC’s initial application when RCC sold
part of its service territory. That change was reflected on the map, but not on the final list
of wire centers. The eliminated wire centers include Albany, Blue River, Corvallis,
Eugene, Harrisburg, Junction City, Marcola, Newport, Siletz, Springfield, Toledo,
Detroit, Mill City, and Silverton. Also, two wire centers were covered by the map, but
not listed. The portion of the Walla Walla wire center in Oregon is a continuation of the
wire center in Washington with that name; RCC is designated as an ETC in Washington
in that wire center. Also, the Spring River wire center was included in Bend, but is
actually a separate wire center. Finally, some of the names of the wire centers were not
accurately set forth: Pilot Rock/Starkey is simply Pilot Rock; and Joseph/Imnaha is two
separate wire centers.

In addition, Staff responded with additional corrections on January 23, 2006.
Staff stated that it agreed with RCC’s initial filing, but added that the study area code (SAC)
for CenturyTel should be designated as 532361. Further, the spelling for the wire center
Stanfield should be corrected from its current designation as “Standfield.” Staff submitted a
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further revised exhibit, including all of the corrections to the wire centers and carrier codes,
attached as Appendix A to this order.

Analysis

RCC’s motion was made under ORS 756.561, which allows a party to
apply for rehearing or reconsideration if the application is made within 60 days of the
service of the order. While this motion was made more than 60 days after the service of
the order, the Commission retains the right to amend orders under ORS 756.568.
Because the other parties were served with the motion and had notice, the Commission
has the jurisdiction to amend the original order.

Since Order No. 04-355 was issued, the FCC has released In the Matter of
the Federal-State Joint Board on Universal Service, CC Docket No. 96-45,
Order No. 05-46, 20 FCC Rcd 6371 (Report and Order, rel Mar 17, 2005). In that
Report, the FCC set forth additional guidelines regarding ETC designation, taking a
position on some matters but declining to decide others. One new requirement specified
by the FCC is the method for identifying wire centers in the future: the name of the ILEC
study area covered, whether part or all of the wire center is to be covered by the ETC, and
identification of the wire center by its Common Language Location Identification (CLLI)
code. See FCC Order No. 05-46 at ¶ 65. Wire center boundaries closely mirror those of
traditional wireline exchanges, but they are not always the exactly the same. By
identifying wire centers by CLLI codes, the listing will be more precise. By adopting all
of the amendments to Order No. 04-355 recommended by RCC and Staff, the list will be
more in line with the new requirements set forth by the FCC.

The application was thoroughly evaluated in the original proceeding, and
the Commission granted the application in accordance with state and federal law. The
proposed amendments have no effect on the analysis or conclusions set forth in Order
No. 04-355; the new table only identifies the covered wire centers and affected carriers,
already designated by map, more clearly.

Conclusion

The new list provides better information for the actual wire centers for
which RCC was designated as an ETC by the map attached as Appendix A to Order No.
04-355. The requested amendments are not substantive changes to the original order,
because the wire centers were properly designated on the original map, but merely clarify
the wire centers covered by RCC’s designated ETC area by name and by CLLI code, as
well as the proper SAC codes for the carriers. No objections were made, and Staff and
RCC concurred in each other’s corrections. The motion should be granted, along with
Staff’s additional corrections, and the corrected list, attached at Appendix A, should be
adopted.








